
 

Ross Noble: 
Freewheeling 

The king of improv Ross Noble is 
doing a comedy travelogue. The only 
problem is that Ross doesn’t like 
travelogues. They are too set up, pre-
planned and frankly all a bit too 
obvious.  
 
Ross wants to do things his way, and 
his way is the random way. So he puts 
his fate in the hands of the public as 
he calls on fans through social media 
to decide every step of his journey.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Of course Freewheeling shows that 
things always don’t go according to 
plan --- but that’s the part of the 
challenge and part of the fun. A show 
that doesn’t just avoid the well-
trodden paths and the traditional 
travel show fodder, but actively 
subverts them. If he has to go to a 
tourist attraction, Noble is more 
likely to be hanging around by the 
bins. At a church, he’s more likely to 
be found doing a best man speech for 
a couple he’s never met. 
 
Freewheeling is a comic journey and a 
fascinating insight into the modern 
life.  
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Episode 1 
The supreme comic improviser is back, letting Twitter guide him as he free-forms an entire hour’s TV 
from scratch with the aid of a film crew, a motorbike - and the public. In the first of the new series, Ross 
makes it his personal mission to help a man due in court in the North-East and brings the whole weight 
of TV production to bear in his campaign for ‘justice’ – this includes an inspirational message from soul 
legend Billy Ocean. En route, he plans a huge airport surprise for an unsuspecting holidaymaker, puts his 
face in the line of fire from a deluge of processed cheese and gets beaten up an elderly lady in Leicester.  
 
Episode 2 
The comic improviser’s Twitter-led tour continues. This week, Ross’s mission takes him to north of the 
border – where his desperate efforts to avoid Scottish clichés ironically see him land a bit-part in a 
Braveheart-style film, do a ‘Trainspotting’ runner from The Krankies and Loch Ness monster in 
Inverness – and lead to a climactic encounter between a sword-wielding warrior and a dragon – in 
Sunderland. On the way, he somehow finds ‘Shangri-La’, while on a pilgrimage to a Barbara Cartland-
themed fish & chip shop in a remote highland village… 
 
Episode 3 
This week the free-forming Geordie comic rebukes a tweet warning him away from Northampton 
(‘because it’s sh*t’), resolving to find out for himself. His bizarre quest takes him from the town’s famous 
shoe museum to the houses of its most famous sons and daughters, to conduct the most unorthodox 
civic ceremonies the local authorities have ever seen, ably assisted by fellow-comic Alan Carr, Red 
Dwarf actor Robert Llewelyn – and a woman dressed as Tina Turner. 
 
Episode 4 
This week Ross makes it his mission to use TV as a force for good, as guided by Twitter. His journey 
takes him to the southern-most reaches of Britain, where he brightens up a grandmother’s day, finds an 
unusual way of uniting Mods & Rockers on the south coast, and helps a group of jobseekers get the kind 
of work experience no training course in the land could ever offer – creating his very own alternative 
property show into the bargain. 
 
Episode 5  
This week, Ross asks his Twitter followers to tell him what they don’t see enough of on TV. His mission 
is to deliver it – which entails a series of nightmarish encounters with multiple Chuckle Brothers and 
Chris de Burghs, OAPs arm-wrestling, animals ‘riding’ other animals, Marcus Brigstocke competing in 
brand-new ‘potato sports’ and, after a prolonged health & safety investigation, a man taunting live crabs 
with his naked testicles. 
 
Episode 6 
Ross begins the final episode of the current series climbing out of a large cardboard box in Land’s End – 
and accepting a tweeted challenge to ride until he runs out of fuel. His subsequent, climactic adventure 
sees him endure psychometric testing next to a service station in the West Country, make his very own 
version of Countryfile – and attempt to speak Welsh, with no prior training, to the people of 
Aberystwyth. He also recruits some old friends to embark on an epic mission across the length of the UK 
to help a young boy in need. 
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